
7627 Old Receivet Road 
Frederick MD 21701 

9-18-80 

Mr. F:: an '41srsha1l 
20519 Freeland 
Detroit, MI 48235 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

When Harold returns from hospital and is back at work, he will reply to your letter of 9-10. 	Re has just undergone some arterial repair and i3 doing very well. 

As vo❑ requested, I am enclosing another list of books. 

Sincerely, 

Lillian Weisberg 



9-10-80 

Dear Harold: 

Well, I've just plowed thru all 650 pages of Post Mortem. At first, 
I'm not quite sure what I thought of it. I do know that both my wife& 
editors(I'm on the Staff of; American HandOnner, Police Marksman, 
Police Product News, Combat Shooters Report, and Law&Crder magazines) 
were screaming bloody murder about neglected responsibilities. 

I guess because the point was so basic I missed it until I reflected 
on it-if the wound in the back of JFK was lower than the neck wound it 
eliminates(at/east for this wound) Oswald as the shooter, and certainly 
raises the possibility(until we can see the X-Rays) that JFK was shot 
3 times. There are any number of weapons(including the high velocity, 
flat trajectory, .264 Winchester Ma7,num-with which the shots would 
have been easy) that have the same bore diameter as the 11-C rifle. 
Uhatvere else Oswald was, HE WAS NOT STUPID. After qualifying with 
the M-1 Garand, he was certainly aw;re that the Carcano was a piece 
of junk(if he ever actually ordered or e'rer saw it-if the famous 
backyard shots were real},  taken by Marina at the same time, one wonders 
how the ring managed to jump from one hand to the other- I've always 
considered them rather poor fakes). The 7.65 Mauser "found"*in the 
TBD was an economical weapon that was much more accurate&was capable 
of rapid fire. 

A couple of years ago, CBC(Canadien Broadcasting Company) put on 
a special about the JFK caper. It was shown locally on the Windsor 
station(across the river from Detroit)-unfortunately, I was at warko. 
assigned to desk duty with countless interruptions, but I thought 
Loran Halls com-rents were interesting(if true). He commented that 
the conpsiracy was like a onion-there were countless false trails 
or layers to the thing before you could get to the real participants. 
I was once told by an associate of Hoffa's that a contract was put out 
for the job, but he refused to say by who or if the Money was even 
paid. I frankly don't think it was. I think, however, it's senseless 
to think in terms of a left-wing or right-wing Conspiracy. It was 
a power Conspiracy that transended such inac'-urate labels. 

I think you're right about the Tippit killing. It's one thing 
for the "Commie Bastard" to kill that "Nigger-Loving JFK"(which I'm 
sure was a'fairly accurate representation of how the Dallas PD felt 
about JFK), but when he killed a cop that changed the whole thing. 
I can assure that nothing matches the feelings a cop experiences when 
one of Fris "brothers" is killed. I've alsways felt that Oswald was 
supposed to be eliminated there in the Theatre. 

Sorry to cut this hsort, but I've got several articles I need to 
grind out. 

Peace; 

Evan Marshall 
20519 Frecdand 
netroit,Mi48235 

P.S. Could you send me another list of book available from you? * Since the 
building was never searched, we can only speculate who or what might 
have been present. 


